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§0. Introduction

The concept of ideal boundary of Hadamard manifolds was introduced by

Eberlein and O'Neill [3] in 1973, which had marked a milestone in the study

of the geometry of noncompact Riemannian manifolds. Since then, it has been

utilizedin various fieldsof research on Hadamard manifolds.

Subsequently, the concept of ideal boundary was also defined on other class-

es of Riemannian manifolds. One is done by Kasue [6] on asymptotically

nonnegatively curved manifolds, and the other by Shioya [9] [10] on complete

open surfaces admitting total curvature.

Based on their works, it is an interesting problem to study to what extent

the structure of manifolds is determined by information about their ideal

boundaries. In our previous papers, we characterized in [8] the rigidity of

product manifolds by information on ideal boundary, and in [1] the Euclidean

factor of a Hadamard manifold in terms of the polar points on ideal boundary.

Recently, Kubo [7] proved that given two connected complete oriented and

noncompact Riemannian 2-manifolds with finite total curvature, if there is a

Hausdorff approximation between them, then theirideal boundaries are isometric.

This means that if ideal boundaries are not isometric, then there is no Hausdorff

approximation between their underlying open surfaces.

In this paper, for other two classes of Riemannian manifolds mentioned

above, we shall study the same rigidity problem on ideal boundaries by a

different method from Kubo's, and prove the following theorems.

Theorem A.

M(oo) and Moo)

Let M and N be Hadamard manifolds with ideal boundaries

respectively, which are assumed to be compact with respect to
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the Tits-topology. If there existsa Hausdorff approximation from M to N, then

(M(oo), Td) is isometric to (Moo), Td).

Therem B. Let M and N be manifolds of asymptotically nonnegative cur-

vature with ideal boundaries M(oo) and N(oo) respectively. If there exists a

Hausdorff approximation from M to N, then (M(oo)) Td) is isometric to (iV(oo),

Td).

It should be noted that the ideal boundaries treated in both Kubo's theorem

and our Theorems A, B are compact with respect to the Tits-topology. The

result seems to remain true even in the case when ideal bonndaries are non-

compact, but we shall need another approach to prove it.

§ 1. Definitions

We shall first summarize the definitions concerning ideal boundary for

Hadamard manifolds and for manifolds of asymptotically nonnegative curvature.

For details, we refer to [2] for the former and to [6] for the latter case. In

what follows, geodesies are assumed to be parametrized by arc length unless

otherwise stated.

Let M be a Hadamard manifold, which is a simply connected complete

Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature. Two geodesic rays yu j2 '･[0,

oo)^M are said to be asymptotic if the distance function t―>dM{ji{t), yz{t)) is

bounded from above for all t^'O. Then we define the ideal boundary M(oo) of

M as the set of all asymptotic classes of geodesic rays in M.

The Tits metric on this boundary is defined in the following manner. For

given points xeM and zeM(co), we have a unique geodesic ray jxz in M

emanating from x, whose asymptotic class yXz{°°)is z. Then the angle /_{z, w)

on M(co) is defined by

Z(z, w)=sup Z.x(z, w),
x<EM

where Zx(z, w) = Z(r'xz(0), fxw(0)). The Tits metric Td(-, ･) is the interior

metric Z* induced from this angle.

Now we assume that M is a manifold of asymptotically nonnegative curva-

ture, that is, the sectional curvature KM of M satisfies KM^ ―k°r0> where r0

is the distance function from a fixed point ogM, called the base point of M,

and k(t) is a nonnegative monotone nonincreasing function on [0, co) such that

the integral ＼ t-k(t)dt is finite.
Jo
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Let p be an arbitrarily fixed point of M. For sufficientlylarge t,the metric

sphere St(p) around p of radius t is a Lipschitz hypersurface of M consisting

of k connected components, where k is the number of the ends of M. On

St(p), we introduce the interior metric, denoted by dPft, induced from the

metric dM restricted on St(p).

Two rays a and y are called equivalent if lim£^cc(iy1f(oi(0,T(t))/t=O, and

then denoted by o~y. The ideal boundary M(oo) of M is, by definition, the

set of all equivalence classes of ~. We write 0(00) for the equivalence class

of a. For any fixed point p^M, we define the Tits metric Td on M(oo) by

(*) Td(>(co) r(oo)) =lim―^
t(anst(p), rr＼St(p))

t

Then Td is well-defined on M(oo) and is independent of the choice of p. (cf

Proposition 2.1 in [6])

Remark. The equivalence relation ~ is a natural extension of the asymp-

totic rlation. We can see that on Hadamard manifolds the equivalence relation

~ coincides with the asymptotic relation. Moreover, the equation (*) defining

the metric Td for asymptotically nonnegatively curved manifolds is also valid

for the metric Td for Hadamard manifolds.

Next, following [4], we shall recall Hausdorff convergence. The definition

in [4] is slightly different from the original one introduced by Gromov in [5].

However this is more tractable in our discussion.

Let WlR% denote the set of all isometry classes of metric spaces. For any

isometry class Ig35ic2, we denote a representative metric space of X also

by the same symbol X. For X, Y<=SSRR%, a (not necessary continuous) map

<j):X^Y is said to be a A-Hausdorff approximation if 0 satisfiesthe following

conditions:

(1) The A-neighborhood B^{X))= {x<=Y＼d{x, $(X))<A} of <j>(X)in Y is

equal to Y.

(2) For any points x, y^X, we have

＼dx(x,y)-dY{${x),<j>(y))＼<A.

The Hausdorff distance dH(X, Y) between X and Y is defined to be the in-

finimum of the positive numbers A such that there exist A-Hausdorff approxi-

mations from X to Y and from Y to X.

We should note that dH is not a metric, but it satisfiesthat for I, F, Zg
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dH(X, Z)^2{dH(X, Y) + dH(Y, Z)}.

Hence dH defines a uniform structure on W&%.

Now let (£9J1@£denote the set of all isometric classes of compact metric

spaces. Then, with respect to the uniform topology defined by dH, the follow-

ing holds.

Theorem 1.1.(Theorem 1.5 in [4], also cf. Proposition 3.6 in [5]) &mR%

is Hausdorff and complete.

The Hausdorffness means that the uniform structure on S9Jic^ is metri-

zable, and that we may treat dH as if it is a distance function.

On the other hand, in the noncompact case, we need to study the category

of pointed and locally compact metric spaces.

We denote by 9ft@u£0the set of allisometry classes of pointed metric spaces

(X, p) with a base point p^X such that the closure BR(p, X) of ^-neighborhood

of p in X is compact for every R>0. Let {X, p), (Y, q)^m&%0 and 0: (X, p)

―>(Y, q) be a pointed map, namely <f>(p)= q. We say that 0 is a A-pointed

Hausdorff approximation if <j>(Bha(P,X))dBuj(q, Y) and if the restrictionof 0

on BllA(p, X) into Bu&{q, Y) is a A-Hausdorff approximation. Then the pointed

Hausdorff distance dPyH((X, p),(Y, q))is also defined to be the infimum of the

numbers A such that there exist A-pointed Hausdorff approximations from (X,

p) to (Y, q) and from (Y, q) to {X, p).

It should be noted that W(&%0 is also Hausdorff and complete, but the limit

space depends on the choice of base points.

§2. The case of Hadamard manifolds

Let M be a Hadamard manifold and dM the distance function on M. If the

ideal boundary of M is compact (with respect to the Tits-topology), then there

exists the tangent cone of M at infinity,that is, the pointed Hausdorff limit

of pointed spaces ((M, (l/t)dM), P) exists for £->oo,and is isometric to the cone

of M(oo). We shall first prove this fact and make use of it in the proof of

Theorem A.

We recall the definition of the cone ((£(M(oo)),o) of M(oo) with vertex o.

For a pair of points (s, w), it,z)e[0, oo)xM(co), we set

8((s, w), (t, z)): = ^!s2+t*-2stcos(fd(w, z))

where Td(w, z):=m'm{7t,Td(w, z)}. Using

equivalence relationas follows:

the function 8. we can define an
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(s, w)~(t,z)£=4 5((s,w), it,z))=0.

Then it is immediate that 8 gives rise to a distance function on the quotient

space {[0, oo)xM(co)}/~. This metric space ({[0, c≫)xM(co)}/~, 8) is called

the cone of M(oo) and is denoted by (£(M(oo)). We mean by the vertex of

(5(M(oo)) the equivalence class [(0, ?)](zeM(w)). Then the following holds:

Proposition 2.1. // the ideal boundary is compact (with respect to the Tits-

topology), then for any fixed point p on M the sequence of pointed metric spaces

((M, df), p) converges to the cone (6(M(oo))5 o) of M(oo) with vertex o in the

sense of pointed Hausdorff distance:

lim((M, dn, />)=≪£(M(oo)),o),
t,~*oo

where dl'=(l/f)dM

Proof. Let R be an arbitrary large number. Let BR{p) denote the closed

geodesic ball around p with radius R in Mt: = (M, df). Then we can identify

BR(p) with the closed disk BR= {v eTpM＼ ＼＼v＼＼£R}in TVM, and BR with the

closed ball BR{6) in (£(M(oo))as follows:

TvM-DBR^v <-―>rv(t)(EBR(p)aMt,

TpMZ)Bre>v*―> l(＼＼v＼＼,r,/i,Bii(°°))]efifl(o)c6;(M(oo)).

The metric on BR induced from (BR(p), df) or (BR(o), 8) through this identi-

ficationis also denoted by the same symbol df or 8, respectively.

It is known in [2] that the sequence {df} converges to the metric 8. We

remark that the sequence {df} restricted on BR converges uniformly to the

metric 8 on BR, where BR is equipped with the standard metric.

In fact, since BR is homeomorphic to (BR(p), df), df is a continuous func-

tion on BRXBR. On the other hand, it is proved in Proposition 2.1 of [8] that

(M(oo), Td) is compact if and only if the unit tangent sphere is homeomorphic

to (M(oo), Td). Therefore BR is homeomorphic to BR{p). Hence d is also con-

tinuous on BRXBR. Since the sequence {df} of monotone non-decreasing con-

tinuous functions converges to a continuous function d on the compact set

BRXBR, the convergence is uniform.

This means that

sR(f):= max ＼8(u,v)-df(u, v)＼
(u,v)<=BRxBR

converges to 0 as t tends to oo.

Now for any s>0, let R―l/e. Then there is a number t, such that eR(t)
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<e for all t>te. Since the map

0t: (Mt, p) ―> (<£(M(oo)),o): $t(x)=t(d?(p, x), rP,(oo))],

where ^px denotes the geodesic emanating from p through x, is an s-pointed

Hausdorff approximation for t>t,, this completes the proof. ■

Remark. We can see from the proof that when (M(oo), Td) is noncompact,

the sequence {((M, df), p)} of pointed metric spaces does not converge in the

sense of pointed Hausdorff distance.

In fact,if the sequence converges in this sense, then the sequence {df) of

the continuous functions on BRxBR converges uniformly to 8. Hence 8 is also

continuous on BRXBR. This means that (M(oo) Td) is homeomorphic to a

standard sphere,and hence is compact.

Proof of Theorem A. We assume that a A-Hausdorff approximation <J>:

M―>N is given. Let p be any fixed point of M and q:=<j)(p)<^N.

From Proposition 2.1, there is a sequence of s(0-pointed Hausdorff approx-

imation 0t: ((N, d?), ?)->((£(#(°°)),o) such that e(0->0 as ^-*oo. If we regard

<f>as a map from (M, <if) to (N, df), then 0 is a A/^-Hausdorff approximation

and the composite Wt :=0to$: ((M, if), p) -> (c(M00)), o) is a ((A/?)+2e(0)-

pointed Hausdorff approximation. Since (A/t)+2e(t)-^-0 as ^^co, it holds that

lim((M, df), />)=(c(A/r(oo)), o).

On the other hand, the left side of this equality coincides with ((£(M(oo)),o),

and hence (R(M(oo), o) is isometric to (c(#(≪>)),o). Since (Af(oo),Td) is iso-

metric to the metric sphere in (£(M(°o))around a vertex o of radius 1 equipped

with the interior metric induced from the restriction of d, we can conclude

that (Moo), Td) is isometric to (Moo), Td). ■

To conclude thissection,we give an example of Hadamard manifoldswhose

ideal boundaries are isometric but no Hausdorff approximation exists between

them.

Example. Let M be a Hadamard 2-manifoldequipped with a metric given

as ds2=dr2+f(r)2dd2, where ir,0) is a polar coordinateof M with origin oM

and /: [0, oo)->[Q oo)is a smooth function satisfying
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' /(0)= 0, f'(O)=l, /"(0)=0

･ /"(Q)^0 (for any f^O)

. f'(t)=2 (for t^2).

Let N be a Hadamard 2-manifold with a metric ds2=dr2+g{r)idd'i, where g

satisfies

g(0)=0, ^(0)=l, g"(0)=0

g*(0)^0 (for any ^0)

^(0=2-y (for t^2).

Then the difference of the girths of the geodesic spheres of radius t, with

center oM and oN respectively, equals to 27t(f(t)―g(t)).This is 27r(log(£/2)+ /(2)

―g{2)) for ^2, and goes to infinity as t~>°o.Hence no Hausdorff approxima-

tion exists between them, but their ideal boundaries are isometric to a circle

of girth 4?r.

§3. The case of manifolds of asymptotically nonnegative curvature

For an asymptotically nonnegatively curved manifold, itsideal boundary is

always compact and the counterpart of Proposition 2.1 is valid, which can be

seen in the proof of Proposition 2.4 of [6] due to Kasue.

Proposition 3.1. Let M be a manifold of asymptotically nonnegative cur-

vature and p be a base point of M. Then the sequence of pointed metric spaces

{{M, df), p) converges to the cone (&(M(oo)), o) of M(oo) with vertex o in the

sense of pointed Hausdorff distance:

lim((M, di1),/>)=((£(M(oo)),0),

where d? = (l/t)dM

It should be noted that the Hausdorff limitin the propositionis independent

of the choice of a base point p^M.

Theorem B can be proved in a quite similar way to the case of Hadamard

manifolds by applying Proposition 3.1. We also note that for two asymptotically

nonnegatively curved manifolds, there exists no Hausdorff approximation between

them in general, even if their ideal boundaries are isometric. Indeed, the

example of the previous section gives also a counter example in this case.
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§4. Appendix

Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 imply that if the ideal boundary is compact, then

we may regard it as the Hausdorff limit of a sequence of geodesic spheres

around arbitrary fixed point equipped with normalized metric. Namely we

have the following

Corollary 4.1. Let M be either a Hadamard manifold or a manifold of

asymptotically nonnegative curvature and da be the distance function on M. If

the ideal boundary is compact {with respect to the Tits-topolgy),then (M(oo), /)is

obtained as the Hausdorjf limit of normalized geodesic spheres around p^M:

＼＼m(St(p),dt)=(M(oo), /),
J-oo

where l{z,w) :=limt-,o.(djf(r,,,(0,TPw(t)))/tfor any z, w^M(oo).

If we consider a sequence of metric spaces {(St(p),(l/t)dp,t)}, then we

obtain (M(oo), Td) as its Hausdorff limit. Naturally, Td is the interior metric

of /.

From the viewpoint above, when we study the relation between structure

of a manifold and that of its ideal boundary, we may deal with a sequence of

geodesic spheres around any fixed point with normalized metric. Then we

see that a Hausdorff approximation between metric spaces under consideration

induces one between their geodesic spheres.

Indeed, for a A-Hausdorff a pproximation 0: M-^N between metric spaces

M and N, we construct a map $: S?{p)-*St(q) for an arbitrarilyfixed point

p^M and q=$(p)<=N as follows:

$(x)=x':=rQ*ix>r＼S?(q) for x^Sf{p),

where Yq<f><.x)is the ray emanating from q through <p(x). Then, applying the

triangle inequality, the following lemma is obtained.

Lemma 4.2. 0 is a 5A-Hausdorff approximation.

Theorems A and B can be obtained also by using the compositions of 0

and maps giving the Hausdorff convergence.
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